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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE 0^ THIS THESIS
Introduction . -- This thesis deals with units of
learning in secondary-school English classes and with
the assignments which accompany such units. The terms
unit and unit assignment have been defined by Doctor Roy
1/
0. Billett in the following manner: "To any recogniz-
able and carefully designated advance to be made by the
pupils in the first sequence of the course, the term
unit is applicable, meaning a unit of learning, not a
topic or some external-thing-t o-be-leerned
,
but some de-
finite change in the pupils' capacities for and tenden-
cies toward behavior: and to the planned experience by
means of which the teacher hopes the pupil will make a
given recognizable and specified advance in the first se-
quence of the course, the term unit assignment is applic-
able, meaning a unit of guided end directed experience."
These definitions are accepted as the basis for this thesis.
Criteria for judging units and unit assignments . --
The writer's first task was to find valid criteria by means
l/ Roy 0. Billett
,
Fundamentals of Secondary-School
Teaching. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. 1940, p.504.
- 1 -
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2of which unit organization should be judged. After con-
1/
siderable study the following criteria were accepted:
Criteria for appraisal of a unit of learning . It
is an excellent unit if after careful critical appraisal
the following ouestions may be fairly answered affirm-
atively:
I Does the unit represent a definite and valid
teacher’s goal?
a. Is the unit described in a definite declarative
statement representing the desired learning pro-
duct or products (advance in capacity for behav-
ior) to be acquired by the pupils?
b. Is it worth the time and money of pupils, teach-
ers, and society to be spent in acquiring it
by the experience route?
(1) Has it important probable applications to the
life situations which the pupil is meeting,
or will probably meet later as an individual
and as a member of social groups?
(2) Will the values accruing to the individual
and to others make the efforts necessary for
its acquisition a good investment when com-
pared with other values attainable with the
same time and effort?
c. Is the unit definitely related to the pupil's
present level and area of mental growth and ex-
perience?
(1) Does it grow naturally out of the preceding
unit of the course and lead naturally to the
next ?
(2) Is it part of a sequence of units which
makes possible and contributes to integra-
tion and reintegration of the products of
pupil experience as the course proceeds?
(3) Is it related wherever possible" and desir-
able to the work which the pupil is doing
at the time (a) in other subjects, (b) in
the extra-curriculim, and (c) in his out-
of-school environment?
(4) Is it stated in terms of the vocabulary
which the pupils may be expected to pos-
ses on completing the advance represented
^ by the unit?
l/3illett, op. cit.,p. 140

d. Does the unit represent some advance in some
concept or skill (or combination of both)
which from the standpoint of the pupil’s prob-
able rate of growth is (1) neither so slight
as to be trivial, nor(2) so great as to lead to
vagueness or uncertainty on the part of either
teacher or pupil?
e, Does the unit represent an advance in some con-
cept or skill distinctly recognizable with reason-
able objectivity by present methods of controlled
observation or testing?
2. Is the unit as stated sufficiently flexible to pro-
vide for the different aptitudes, abilities, in-
terests, aims and hence needs of the pupils for
whom it is intended?
a. Is it analyzed into the lesser learning products
(advances in capacity for behavior) on which
the major learning product in part depends?
b. Has the analysis of the unit been delimited to
indicate the learning products
(1) Expected of all pupils?
(2) Optional for pupils on the basis of aptitudes,
abilities, interests, aims, or needs?
3# Have the probable indirect and incidental learning
products in the form primarily of ideals, attitudes
and appreciations to be achieved by the pupils when
working on the unit been anticipated as far as pos-
sible and listed?
Stanj^rds for judging the validity of the unit assign-
ment— '
'
The teacher should carefully consider each pro-
posed unit assignment in the light of the following stan-
dards, which are stated interrogat ively
•
1. Does the unit assignment provide for pupil activ-
ity which can be effectively guided and super-
vised, and which will lead to definite growth in
the field represented by the unit?
a. Does the assignment create situations in which
the pupils are likely to find truly psychological
goals toward which to work?
b. is the entire assignment conducive to an inter-
rogative rather than an absorptive attitude on
the part of the pupils?
c. Does the assignment make optimal use of challen-
ging questions, difficulties
,
and problems:
(1) Growing out of the preceding assignment in
the course
1/ Billett, op. cit.. p. 175.
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( 2 ) Being encountered by the pupils in their
out-of-school environment?
d. Does the assignment emphasize logical memory
and the thought process rather then rote
memory?
e* Does the assignment lead the pupils into ex-
periences by means of which the educative ad-
vance represented by the unit may be most
economically and effectively achieved?
f. Is the assignment so organized and planned
that its several parts can each be presents
to the pupils in the most economical and ef-
fective way, whether by lectures, discussions,
excursions, demonstrat ions, blackboard work,
charts, films, stereopticon slides, phonograph
records, filed index cards, mimeographed study
and activity guides, or other devices in com-
mon use by good teachers?
g* Does the assignment not only in its optional
but also in its required features lead to ap-
propriate experiences which involve applica-
tions of the learning product represented by the
unit, thus insuring as much transfer as the pu-
pils* aptitudes and abilities will permit?
2. Is the assignment an integral part of the exper-
iential sequence which constitutes the course?
a. Does the assignment involve to an optimal de-
gree the use of previously mastered units?
b. Does the assignment lead as naturally as possible
to the next assignment?
3. Does the assignment definitely provide for individ-
ual differences in aptitudes, abilities, interests,
aims, and needs?
a. Is the assignment differentiated qualitatively as
well as quant itatively?
(1) Does it allow pupils to employ different
methods to obtain substantially the same re-
sults?
(2) Does it permit the brighter pupils not only to
accomplish more work than the slower pupils but
also to use different methods even in the re-
quired situations?
( 3 ) Does it provide some optional work even for the
slowest pupils?
h. Is the assignment such that the slow pupils mayhave i,he advantage of;
:
(1) Relatively specific directions?
( 2 ) Problem situations encouraging the establish-
ment of relatively specific goals?
*t
f
5c. Is the assignment such that the ablest pupils
may be challenged by:
(1) Relatively general directions?
(2) Problem situations encouraging the establish-
ment of relatively remote goals?
4, Is the assignment accompanied by plans for secur-
ing appropriate evidence of the actual growth made
by each pupil in the field represented by the unit?
Has valid and effective use been made of the fol-
lowing possibilities:
a. Situations calling for individual organization or
summarization by each pupil of his work with the
assignment
?
b. Situations in which pupil-behavior in the field
of the unit may be carefully observed under con-
trolled conditions?
c. Essay-type tests properly objectified?
d. Oral tests?
e. Objective tests?
Application of the criteria toe so-called unit *-- In
order to become familiar with the implications of the criteria
just quoted, the writer tried to apply them in making certain
i/
tentative judgments concerning a so-called unit on Silas Marner *
This unit is appraised in the immediately ensuing pages*
I/Phyrne Leland Hall, Appreciation Units in English Literature
.
Unpublished thesis, Boston University, School of Education,
1938, pp

CHAPTER II
EVALUATION OE A UNIT
How term unit is used in Miss Hell's thesis ,-- In the
analysis which follows the term unit is used as Miss Hall
uses it, unless the writer specifically states to the con-
trary. Quoted materials are single-spaced and criticisms
are double-spaced.
I Read Silas Marner as rapidly as you can. Record
daily reading on your book card.
II We shall talk together about the people of Lantern
Yard and Raveloe, and try to decide what made their
manner of life different from ours, and how they
changed as the years went by.
Ill Except for certain short assignments, two weeks
may be devoted to free reeding. You will first,
of course, wsnt to read and look at pictures of
every day things of the time of Silas Marner.
After that you may be led by your own interests
to read (a) a novel, (b) a book about George Eliot
(c) a book or several articles about some partic-
ular subject. Here are a few suggestion:
Superstitions
Doctors in the 18th or 19th century
Children's books in the past
Changes on costume
Country life in England
English taverns
Travelling in old England
Women writers in the Victorian Age
The coming of factories
IV The result of this further reading may be in a book-
let, a conference, a talk to the class, or a piece
of original writing. Choose whatever suits you best
and will be of the most benefit.
Aims: In general, the aims of the student in this unit,
aims which were suggested, but not bodily stated
should be:
1. To enjoy human nature through noticing character
-6 -
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changes.
2. To observe man*s industrial expansion
3. To see the many suggestions for reading inherent
in one novel, and to follow a few of them.
In the criteria for the appraisal of a unit of learning
as accepted for this thesis, the unit represents a definite
and valid teacher^ goal. Miss Hall speaks of the aims of
the student in this unit but does not specify the teacher*
e
aim or goal. Another criticism may be made concerning the in-
finitive statement of the pupils* aims. Such statements are
unnecessarily vague. "Complete declarative statements would
reveal vagueness in thought and lack of precision in statement,
which the infinitives conceal." A careful statement of
the unit and delimitation of the statement would bring to
light many important learning products which were not sug-
gested in any way by the three "aims" as stated.
First of all the pupils are asked to read Silas Marner
as rapidly as they can. On this point Alfred Hitchcock in
2/
his Study Plan for Silas Marner says: " A first duty (of
the teacher) is the simple one of seeing that the story is lodged
in memory. George Eliot was a thinker. There are thought-nuggets
in all her novels. It is distinctly worth while to en-
courage young readers to look for these nuggets.... This re-
quires slow reading, but seldom does such slow reading de-
1/ Billett, op. cit., p. 195
2/ Alfred Hitchcock, Study Plans for Novels . Henry Holt and
Company, New York, 1927
,
p. 157.
c- \
\
8tract from normal enjoyment."
Item II might have been made much more specific. The
present writer feels that the suggestion to "talk together
about the people of Lantern Yard", and "to decide what made
their manner of life different from ours, and how they changed
as the years went by" might have been incorporated in the core
activity section of the unit, in question form. These questions
asked about the manners, oustoms, dress, and activities of the
characters and about the changes in their lives would tend to
do away with the vagueness which seems to the writer to be one
of the chief faults of the unit organization as it stands.
It appears to the writer that it would be only the excep-
tional pupil who would be led by his own interests to do any
of the outside reading as it is suggested by item III. Miss Hall
writes, "You may be led by your own interests to read a novel."
Why not suggest a list of novels, short stories, poems, essays,
and dramatic sketches all having the same theme as Silas
Marne
r
? A pupil will be much more apt to do outside reading
if he is given a specific list of titles and authors from
which to choose. Later on in the record of the teaching-learn-
ing cycle Miss Hall writes, "It was gratifying to note that
many read the Mill on the Floss . Pride and Prejudice , and
novels of that type which they would not have read, probably
for an ordinary *book report*. " Why leave the choice of read-

9ing them merely to chance? "You may be led to read a book
about George Eliot," writes Miss Hall. On this point Hitch-
cock says, "We cannot read one of her novels without becoming
interested in George Eliot. There is no good biography to which
young readers can profitably be referred: moreover, George
Eliot's life was not one that interests young people. The
teacher, however, should be familiar with Cross's Life . " l/
The suggestions for outside reading on "some particular
subject" are likewise too vague to interest the immature read-
er. Specific titles of specific readings under each head would
be of far greater value.
In item IV Miss Hall has suggested several different ways
in which the outside reading may be reported upon. In this
particular her work coincides with the criteria set forth
by the present writer: that the assignment should b© differ-
entiated qualitatively as well as quantitatively by allowing
pupils to employ different methods to obtain substantially the
same results.
It is the opinion of the present writer that Miss Kail's
thesis might be improved if such declarative statements as
the following were used in the teacher's statement and delim-
itation of the unit:
n 1* Silas Marner is a story of inner history, of great
sorrows and joys, great conflicts, for the most part
unsuspected by the people among whom the characters live.
IT Hitchcock, op. cit., p. 216.
i
T
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2. The incidents in the story are from the lives of
two men, one aristocratic, the other at first a social
outcast, living in a small mid-England village.
3. The plot-unifying character in the novel is Silas
Marner, the weaver.
4. A false accusation and conviction of theft, results
in Silas’s loss of faith in man and God, and in his
substituting love of gold for love of fellow creatures,”]./
and so on.
The following selection comprises the remainder of the
unit, including the procedure for the twelve days, and the
conclusion.
PROCEDURE. The record which follows shows what was
actually accomplished day by day in carrying out the
teacher's plan of the appreciation unit on Silas
Marner
.
Eirst Day . Copies of Silas Marner, general assignment
sheets, end cards for registering reading
were distributed. After the use of the cards
and the material on the assignment sheet
had been explained, the class examined their
copies of Silas Marner and were asked to
notice the introduction and life of George
Eliot, which might be pertinent. The ex-
planatory notes and the questions, it was
suggested, might be resorted to if any dif-
ficulty inreading arose. At this point, the
teacher gave a brief introduction to the
story.
Introduction--
Silas Marner is a story of ordinary people
such people as you meet every day. You will
enjoy knowing them, watching them, wonder-
l/Hitchcock
,
op cit., p. 216.
A
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Second Day ,
Third Day ,
ing at them, just as you watch men and
women around you today, and wonder at their
actions. However, you will have the ad-
vantage over these people, for you will
sometimes know their thoughts, as well
I
Of course these men and women live
in far off England, hut they live in a
place so real that we can locate it on
our maps-- in Warwickshire. The circum-
stance that makes them a hit hard to know
is the fact that they are living in' the
England of 1800 to 1815, amidst all the
primitive conditions of a small country
village. You will discover, I think, that
their emotions ere much like ours. You will
have to recognize the fact that inventions
and discoveries change man’s mode of life
to such an extent that whet was conven-
tional behavior for them may seem odd be-
havior to us.
Read Silas Marner as you would any
modern novel, with care enough so that you
really see the characters and feel whet
is happening to them.
Notice your general assignment sheet*
After you have read some of the novel, de-
cide how long you will need to finish it,
so that we can plan further reading. Now to
begin--
The teacher then read parts of Chapters
I. II, find III, skipping bits, and inter-
polating comments, until interest had been
aroused. (It is well to read several pages
of Chapter I, since the beginning is slow,
and may dull enthusiasm.)
The full period was devoted to free reading
from Silas Marner or books on the book
shelf. Individual help was given to slow
readers
•
A general discussion consumed the time. Here
are the chief points which were brought out:
A. First impressions
1* Slow beginning
2* Events not in chronological order
3. ’’Real" people in a "real" situation
4, Strange speech and customs
B. Silas Marner
1. Pis appearance-- reeding of descrip-
tive passages
1 4.
i
>
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Fourth Day .
Fifth Day.
2. His character
a. Trusting nature
b. Religion
c . Change
(1) Loss of belief--compared to
loss of faith in parents
(2) Compensation--love of gold
like the desire to collect,
which is behind many hobbies.
(3) Attitude of others toward him
—
treatment of queer characters
today
C. Isolation of the country
1. Travel and communication
2. Modern comparisons
D. Superstitions
1. Basis
2. Growth--relat ion to religion--to
ignorance
3. Modern superstitions
First, this assignment for homework was
given out: 'Put on paper your impressions
of the chief characters in Silas Marne
r
so
that we can compare notes tomorrow.'
Then followed a discussion, with the
reading of passages to illustrate the
points made. Designedly, the teacher start-
talk of Godfrey Cass, in order to indicate
the method of determining character through
speech, action, etc. An outline of the talk
in class follows:
A. Godfrey Cass
1. Appe/arance (reading of quotations)
2. Actions showing character (quotation)
a* Good nature
b. Discontent
c. Weakness
(1) Relations with Dunstan
(2) Marriage
3. Attitudes of others toward him
( quotation
)
B. Classes in Raveloe
1. The gentry
2. The Rainbow (interest in character
developed so that we read Chapter IV
in an improptu fashion, as if it were
a short play.)
After having collected the character sketches
ff>
I
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written the day before, the teacher read
enough of them to bring about a discussion
of the impressions gained by various mem-
bers of the class. Finally the class talked
of:
A. Nancy compared to Priscilla
B. Godfrey compared to Dunstan
C. The changed Silas Marner
D. Parents: Dolly 7/inthrop, Squire Cass,
and Mr. Osgood.
Sixth Day. The period was devoted to free reading and
conferences with troubled readers. In order
to picture characters in their proper sur-
roundings, most students read books concer-
ning the ^eriod of Silas Marner .
Seventh Day . Again lively discussion arose, the skeleton
of which is this outline:
A. Number and variety of characters
1. List of characters
2. Two classes of characters
3. Variety of humor
a. Mr. Macey and Mr. Tookey
b. Mr. and Mrs. Crackenthorp
c. Mr. and Mrs. Kimble
d. Aaron
Eighth Day . Free talk again was rife, and finally led
to a discussion of the technicalities of
the novel. Here is an outline of the talk.
A. The background of village life
1. The Rainbow
2. Church and Religion
3. Labor
4. Houses
5. Ideals of conduct
B. The lines fl>f interest in the book: Silas
Marner and Godfrey Cass
C. Plausibleness of the story
1. The period: industrial edvance,
superstition, ideals, conventions
2. The element of chance
3. Preparation for the end
D. Eppie— her part in Silas's life and
Godfrey's punishment
Ninth Day . Such general considerations were discus-
sed as the idea behind the story, its re-
lation to us, the life of George Eliot,
and its relation to her writings. Favorite
passages were read by many students.
Tenth Day * Time for free reading or the preparation
of papers was allowed.
rI
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Eleventh Day
Twelfth Day .
Conclusion.
Written reports on outside reading were
collected;then four oral reports were given
on reading:
A. Doctors and their quack cures
B. English customs of the 19th century
C. Superstitions and folklore
D. Costumes of 1815 (display of dolls)
The amount read varied from 250 to
600 pages-- according to the type of
material. The majority of the class re-
ported, unexpectedly, by means of a note-
book. About twenty-five percent had con-
ferences on the reading. It was gratify-
ing to note that many read The Mill on
the Ploss
,
Pride and Prejudice
, and nov-
els of that type, which they would not
have read, probably for an ordinary 'book
report T »
After the assignment for the next
day had been given, the remaining time
was allowed for conference and for read-
ing.
Assignment: Go home tonight and think
about Silas Llarner . Consider the begin-
ning, the middle and the end. Did George
Eliot do what she intended? Are the peo-
ple of Raveloe alive? Tomorrow you may
express your ideas to me.
This period was devoted to writing ans-
wers to the following questions:
I. Considering the change in the chief
characters, and the social conditions
of the time, is the ending of the
story satisfactory to you? If not, tell
what changes you would make*
II* ihich one of the characters would you
like to know and talk with? Why?
Ill* Why couldn't Silas Marner be a story
of modern times?
IV. Compare the people in Silas Ilairner
with the people in any other novel
which you have read. Do you think
George Eliot's characters are more
like real people?
The enthusiasm displayed in class dis-
cussions, the wide reading, and the or-
iginal writing seemed to indicate that
the three aims of the unit: interest
in studying character change, realiz-

15
etion of men’s industrial expansion,
and interest in future reading had "been
to some
>
degree realized.
The result of the examination seemed to show that
most of the students followed the plot, understood the
characters, were quick to perceive the theme of the nov-
el and significance of environment, and, in short, enjoy-
ed the story. Question IV, naturally, hinges upon judgment
which must be acouired by experience. A number who saw
the virtues of Silas Earner were not keen enough to see
the faults of other novels. The fact that they enjoyed the
reading of Silas Earner and were eager to read other nov-
els of the same calibre seemed sufficient indication
that they had ’’appreciated" the book to the extent of their
capacities, although they lacked that discriminating
judgment which comes from wide and thoughtful reading.
The unit has now been presented as a whole. It is decidedly
superior to traditional teaching procedures but it might be
improved as follows:
1. Miss Hall might have made more probable applications to
the life situations which the pupils are meeting or will
meet later. For example, she might have asked such ques-
tions as the following:
a. What new knowledge of people and their ways did you
acquire through reading Silas Marner ? Of what use is
this knowledge?
~
b. What is the greatt lesson George Eliot wishes to teach:
honesty? faith in God? service to fellow man? resig-
2/
nation? retribution?
c. Silas Marner was viewed with suspicion in Raveloe.
l/ Rudolph *7. Chamberlain, Beacon Lights of Literature : Book II.
Iroquois Publishing Company, New York, 1927, p. 380.
2 / Loc.cit.
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Try to recall similar instances that have come to
your attention of persons who have been shunned,
perhaps in school, because of false notions about
them. (Dress, father* s employment, nationality,
manner, etc.)
d. Read the book of Job in the bible, and contrast its
view of justice in this life with that of George
2/
Eliot as illustrated in Silas Marner .
2. An excellent unit should be related wherever possible
to the work which the pupil is doing at the time (a)
in other subjects, (b) in the extra curriculum, and (c)
in his out-of-school environment. Such questions and
exercises as the following, for example, might have im-
proved the unit in these particulars:
a. Imagine you are a reporter sent by a newspaper in
one of the larger cities to cover the New Year*s
party at Red House. Write an aocount of the party for
5/
your paper, keeping always the city man*s point of view.
b. Bring to class a magazine or newspaper clipping dealing
with a problem that a modern writer of George Eliot's
4/
type might include in a novel.
c. Choose one of the following assignments:
1/ Hitchcock, op. cit. ,p. 163
2/ Chamberlain, op. cit. ,p. 383
3/ Ibid, p. 384
4/ Ibid, p. 383
fi
r
.
*
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(1) Write and stage a one-act play based on a
scene in the story, borrowing freely from
1/
the novel for action and dialogue.
(£) Agree to act in such a play written by one
of your classmates.
3. An attempt might have been made to anticipate
and to list the probable indirect and incidental
learning products in the form of ideals and ap-
preciations to be achieved by the pupils when
working on the unit . For example
:
a. An understand ing of the evils which may result
from prejudice and faulty reasoning.
b. A realization that novels which study people*
s
minds may be as interesting as novels of high
adventure
.
4. More use might have been made of challenging
questions, difficulties or problems, and pupils
might have been allowed to employ different methods
to obtain the same results. For example:
a. Write a poem, short story, or a one-act play
based on some phase of the story.
b. Prepare a report comparing the weaving industry
during Silaa Marner's time with the industry as
practiced today. The report may be written or
1/ Chamberlain, op. cit., p. 383
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given orally before the class.
5. Plans for securing appropriate evidence of the
actual growth made by each pupil in the field
represented by the unit might have been presen-
ted. Situations calling for individual summar-
ization by each pupil of his work with the unit
are lacking end no objective tests are given.
Miss Hell's teaching-learning cycle may be criticized con-
stuctively in the following instances;
1. The introduction is good. It follows closely the
i/
purposes of an introduct ion. ”In the introductory
phase of a valid teaching-learning cycle, teacher
activity is dominated by two purposes: (1) to know
each pupil in the class as an individual: and (2) to
give each pupil reason to believe that he is to have
a chance to engage in worth-while activities.”
The introduction to Miss Hall's teaching-learning
cycle does fail to provide ai y means for measuring
V
pupil progress by comparison with scores made on the
final mastery test, but this is not unusual in a unit
of this nature. It is only the extraordinary circum-
stance that will allow a teacher to give a pretest of
a novel to be read. (N.B. The pretest on A ^ele of
Two Cities, Chapter III of this thesis.)
1/ Billett
,
op", cit., p. 599
f
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2. The procedure during the third, fourth, fifth and
seventh days of the teaching-learning cycle apparently
led the pupils into experiences by means of which the
educative advance represented by the unit might be- ef-
fectively achieved. The discussions on these days ob-
viously were intended to lead the pupils "to enjoy
human nature through noticing character change . " The
discussion on the eighth day likewise helped the pu-
pils to achieve the educative advance represented by the
second aim of the unit; viz, "to observe man’s indus-
trial expansion."
3. If the reader will examine the assignment for the fourth
day of the teaching-learning cycle he will note that it
gives slow pupils the advantage of relatively specific
directions while on the other hand the assignment for
the eleventh day challenges the able pupils by relatively
general directions.
4. Throughout the teaching-learning cycle there are to be
found situations in which the pupils are likely to
find truly psychological goals toward which to work,
and the assignments are also conducive to an interrog-
ative rather than an absorptive attitude on the part
of the pupils.
5* The final essay-type test is good. Miss Hall has made
excellent use of the old fashioned type test in a mod-
*
20
ern objectified form. A test of this nature is a fine
source of evidence of pupil growth when it is objec-
tified by direct comparison with the statement of t>>e
teacher's aims. Each one of the four questions on Miss
Hall's final test may be compared with one of the three
aims of her appreciation unit on Silas Marner .

CHAPTER III
UNIT ORGANIZATION 0? A TALE 0? TV/O PITIES
Introduction , -- In this chapter the writer presents his
own unit organization of A Tale of Two Cities
,
and then re-
ports on the teaching methods employed and the results obtain-
ed in his own classes*
The Unit
A Tale of Two Cities is an elaborate historical romance
based on the French Revolution of 1789. Both England and Prance
were in a sad state politically end economically at the time the
story opens, and the scene of action shifts repeatedly to portray
conditions in the two principal cities, London and Paris. The
ruling classes in both countries were conducting affairs reckless-
ly. The nobility was abusing its privileges and overtaxing the
lower classes until the effects of "plain rage against plain
i/
political injustice” resulted in the memorable revolt of the com-
mon people of France.
The principal characters in this dramatic story ere buffeted
about in the turmoil. Exciting as are the author’s accounts of
the troublesome times, nevertheless, "all the incidents in the
l/ G. K. Chesterton, Appreciations and Criticisms of the Works of
Charles Dickens . E. P. Dutton and Company,New York, 1911, p.195.
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story serve but to facilitate the development of one chain of
1/
events"
; viz, the unrequited love of a man for a woman,
her love for another, and the heroic self-sacrifice of the
unfortunate suitor to keep the "life she loves" beside his
beloved.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. Charles Dickens once said, "Cruelty and the abuse of ab-
solute power are two of the bad passions of human nature*" He
emphasizes this thought throughout A Tale of Two Cities *
2. The novel is a thrilling one, dealing with a deeply inter-
esting period of history. It gives a vivid account of the
Reign of Terror.
3.. As in most all of Dickens* novels, the reader* s interest
is divided. It constantly flashes between interesting characters
and exciting incidents.
4. Doctor Manette, one of the interesting characters in the
novel is a victim of the ancient regime. After years of im-
prisonment in the Bastille, he is literally "recalled to life®.
But the torture he has undergone leaves a mark on Doctor Manette
which even the kind attentions of his loving daughter Lucy
are unable to erase completely.
5. The cruelty of the aristocracy is not the only side of the
picture presented by Dickens. Doctor Manette has suffered
intensely at the hands of the nobility, but in his later
1/ J. W. Pearce (editor), A Tale of Two Cities . American Book
Company, New York, 1911, p. 313.
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life, a younger member of the same family responsible
for his imprisonment becomes one of his closest friends.
6. Charles Darnay, the young aristocrat who wants to atone
for his family’s crimes, falls in love with and marries
the victim's daughter, Lucy.
7. The common people of France in their blind quest for
vengeance see all members of the aristocracy in the same
light. Hegardless of his outspoken denunciation of the creed
of the nobles, Charles Darnay is marked for death simply
because he is one of them by accident of birth.
8. In this story Dickens has given us a truly pathetic charac-
terization in the person of Sydney Carton. A victim of un-
requited love for Lucy Manette, Sydney Carton gives his
life to save the life of Charles Darnay whom she loves.
The theme of the novel is summed up in the quotation from
the bible, John XV; 13. ’’Greater love hath no man than
this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.”
Probable indirect and incidental learning products .
1. A fuller appreciation of our democratic way of life.
2. An interest in the history of countries other then our own.
3. a deeper sympathv for the suffering of others.
4. A knowledge of the author, his life, and his times.
5. An appreciation of the style of the author.
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Tentative Time Allotment
Four weeks; or, sixteen fifty-minute periods.
The Unit Assignment .
Introduction . Part of the first period will be spent by
the pupils taking a pretest on the novel. The test will con-
sist of twenty-five test items chosen from the mastery test
on page . The rest of the period will be spent in an extem-
poraneous class discussion based on what the pupils remember
from having seen the motion picture production A Tale of Two
Cities, or from having listened to the lux Radio Theatre
1/
dramatization of the novel.
The discussion will center around the following points:
a. Why the picture or drama was enjoyable.
b. The historical period portrayed.
c. Social and political conditions in France and
England ei the time the story took place.
d. Social and political conditions in the two count-
ries before the outbreak of the present war.
e. Manners, dress, and daily lives of the characters
compared with those of the pupils.
f. Memorable scenes from the picture or drama.
g. Favorite characters.
The teacher will point out that the theme of the novel
may be summed up in the bible quotation "Greater love hath
2J Pupils were asked to listen to this program*

£5
no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his
friends.” With this idea in mind, one of the brighter
pupils may be asked to show how. this quotation applies to the
story by sketching briefly the thread of the story of Lucy
Manette, her father, end the two men who love her, Sydney
Carton and Charles Darnay.
After the discussion, the books will be handed out. The
pupils will look at the title, the author’s name, turn the
pages of the book, and have their interest aroused during the
first period. They will be assigned the reading of the short
biography of Dickens found in their text*
On the second day, the discussion will center around the
life of the author after a short ouiz on the facts of his
life. The following points will be considered:
a. His youth.
b. Early education and various occupations.
c. His career as a writer.
d. Lecture tour of the United States
e. Other important novels by the same author.
On the third day, two mimeographed sheets will be distri
buted. The first will contain the suggested time allotment
for required and optional work, to aid the pupils in planning
their work. The second will be a mimeographed study-and-act iv
ity-guide. On this day also a mimeographed sheet containing
the suggested optional related activities will be posted on
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the bulletin board.
To help the pupils over the first chapter, the teacher
will read it aloud and interpret the difficult passages. (In
passing, he will point out the fact that Dickens has divided
his novel into books rather than parts. After reeding the first
paragraph
,
the teacher will ask the class what was happening
in our own country in 1775. This will impress the time of the
opening of the story. The two principal cities, London and
Paris, as well as the two coastal towns on either side of the
. i
/
channel, Calais and Dover, should be discovered on a map.)
By this time the pupils should be ready to go ahead with the
reading by themselves, assisted by the questions and suggestions
on the study sheet
.
Mimeographed Sheet Number I .
Time Allotment for Reouired and Optional 7/ork.
A. Reouired.
1. Pour complete school weeks will be devoted to
the study of the novel.
2. All pupils will be required to finish the read-
ing of Book I by the end of the first week.
5. An oral test on the teacher's introductory re-
marks, the life of the author, and the contents
of Book I will be given on Friday of the first
1/ Alfred M. Hitchcock, Study Pland for Novels. Henry Holt
and Company, New York, 1927, p. 6.
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week.
4# By Friday of the second week, the reading of
the first twelve chapters of Book II must be
completed
.
5. Every pupil must read at least one book from
the parallel read ing list, found on the bul-
letin board. This book must be finished by the
end of the second week. It may be reported on
in any one of the following ways:
a. A written book report.
b. A book jacket.
c. A book review for a magazine.
d. A letter to a friend telling him about the
book.
6. Finish aook II end be prepared for an essay-type
test to be given on Friday of the third week.
7. The reading of Book III must be completed by
Thursday of the fourth week.
8. On Friday of the fourth week all pupils will take
a mastery test covering the entire novel.
B. Optional Work.
1. On Thursday of the third week, part of the period
will be devoted to an exhibition of any optional
work of an artistic nature, suggestions for which
will be found on the optional related activities
*
£8
guide on the bulletin borrd.
2. Wednesday end Thursday of the fourth week will
be devoted to optional projects of an oral
nature. Each pupil, if the work is to be done
individually, or the chairman, if it is to be done
in a group, must report to the teacher beforehand
as to just what project hes been chosen and the
approximate length of time it will take to pre-
sent it before the class.
3. By Friday of the fourth week, before the mastery
test, all optional written work must be completed.
4. If any pupil has a suggestion for a project not
mentioned on the mimeographed sheet on the bulletin
board, he may present his idea to the teacher for
its consideration.
Mime ogra -plied sheet Number II
Study-and-Act ivitv Guide
A. Book I
Things to do .
1. Read the article entitled "A Dreadful Havoc” in
the July 24, 1939 edition of Time . In this article
you will find the news of the present war compared
with newspaper excerpts from Paris in the year
1789.
How did newswriting in 1789 differ from present2 .
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day journalism?
pretend that you were a passenger in the coach
on that foggy night on which the story opens.
Relate to the class what your emotions were from
the time you first heard the oncoming rider .un-
til the messenger departed. Have you ever been
terrified in a similar way while driving at
night? If so, tell the class about it.
Try to draw a picture of the stage coach as it
lumbered up Shooter’s Hill.
Retell to the class the story of the Manette fan ily
as revealed in Book I.
Choose one of the following assignments:
(a) Pretend that you are Mr. Lorry. Write a let-
ter to a friend describing yo ur nervousness
and the other emotions y) u felt when you were
obliged to tell Lucy that her father was liv-
ing.
(b) Pretend that you are Lucy Manette. Write a
detailed description of the day on which yo u
have your meeting with Mr. Lorry. Have you
ever had m experience similar to Lucy's?
Give your impression of each of the characters
in Book I. and tell why you did or did not like
7
«*
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them. Do any of them remind you of people you
/
know?
8. Recall as many of the adjectives as you can which
the author uses to describe the appearance of Dr.
Manette who has suffered eighteen years of solitary
imprisonment before we meet him in this chapter. If
you study nutrition, explain how a faulty diet was no
douot responsible for much of his physical suffering.
Things to think about .
1. Are you more puzzled then ever after finishing
Chapter III, or are some of the mysteries cleared
1/
away? If so, what are they? Do you enjoy mys-
tery stories? Have you ever tried to write a minute
mystery?
2? There are two facts you must understand before read-
ing Chapter IV. The first is that banking houses
sometimes take charge of money affairs for people
who are too busy to take care of money matters, and
the second is that at the time of the story it was
possible for people to be imprisoned in Prance
without a public hearing. In those days, blanks
called ”lettres de cachet” were used by the nobles
l/ This and the following questions marked with an asterisk
were suggested to the writer after reading the study plan
for A Tale of Two Cities in Alfred Hitchcock's Study Plans
for Novels.

ain getting rid of people they did not like. Whom
do you meet on this story who ia a victim of a
lettre de cachet?
3. Why do you think Dickens had Mr. Lorry and Lucy
start on this journey separately? Wouldn't it have seem-
ed more natural for them to travel the entire journey
together?
4. What do you think Dickens means to suggest by the
spilling of the wine cask?
5* Do you think poor people are necessarily better than
rich people? Do you think some people are poor because
they lack initiative?
6. Why do you think the Defarges allowed certain people
to view Doctor Manette through a hole in the wall?
Questions for class discussion .
1. The narrative really begins in Chapter II. How does
Dickens create an air of mystery at the outset?
2. How many passengers were in the coach? Dickens says,
"we are especially interested in one of the passengers.”
Do not forget, however, that there were others, as we
shall meet them later bn in the story.
3. What message was delivered to Mr. Jarvis Lorry by the
rider? The reply puzzles the messenger. Does it mean
anything to you?
Ti
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4* In this chapter Dickens makes it plain that the
characters all fear an attack by highwaymen. In how
many different ways does he bring this fact out?
5* Look up the meaning of the expressions, "In the king’s
name", and "skid the wheel".
6*
’.That do we learn about the person Hr. Lorry dreams
he is digging from a grave? Do jo u ever indulge in
day-dreaming?
7. How many evidences are there of poverty and discon-
tent in Chapter V? Why do poor people have a tenden-
cy to be slovenly?
8. Does Dickens sympathize with the people of St. Antoine?
9* How is Hr. Lorry convinced that the shoemaker is really
Doctor Manette?
10* How was it possible for Defarge to have Doctor Manet te
released from prison?
11. Whom do you prefer. Monsieur or Madame Defarge? Give
reasons for your answer.
B* Book II
Things to do .
1. Members of the class who belong to the debating club
may prepare a debate. Resolved: that the luxurious
living of the French nobility was one of the chief
causes of the French Revolution.
2* Ask your librarian for a copy of the magazine Amer-
*
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ioan Mercury September, 1939. Read the article en-
titled ’’Louis XVI, Napoleon, and the French Revolu-
tion", and be prepared to report on it in any way
you choose.
3* 3ook II opens with further mention of Jerry Cruncher’s
strange occupati on. Try to recall all previous refer-
ences to this same riddle.
4* Look up the meaning of the following terms:
a. Old Bailey c. Tyburn
b. Bedlam d. Quartering
5 P Choose one of the following assignments:
a. Pretend that you are Sydney Carton and
write your impressions of the night you
dined with Charles Damay. Try to imagine
the kind of language Carton might have used.
b. Pretend that you are Charles Darnay and
write your impre33ions of the night you
dined with Sydney Carton.
6. Be able to retell the Lis story to the class.
7. Be able to retell the story of the "tragedy at the
fountain". Would this be a good theme for a short
story?
0 # In Chapter IX we discover that Stryver, Carton, end
Darnay are all in love with Lucy. Pretend that you
are her father, '.Vhich man would you want her to merry?
*r
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List the reasons for your answer.
9. List all the advantages you oan think of which a
democratic government has over an aristocracy.
Refer to your civics book for suggestions.
10. Write a two-paragraph theme contrasting Stryver and
Mr. Lorry after you have read Chapter XII. In your
acquaintance is there anyone like Mr. Stryver?
Things to think about .
it Book II takes place five years after the events chron-
icled in Book I. It opens with an early morning scene
in Jerry Cruncher’s home, bzl nging to mind again the
mystery of Jerry's occupation. Does this chapter make
the riddle any clearer?
2* Do you think that laws prevent crimes? Does Dickens
think so?
3* Keep in mind the fact that Barsad and Cly must be in
the employ of someone interested in having Darnay ac-
cused, when you read Chapter III.
4. What do pu think of Sydney Carton after you learn his
thoughts as he stands before the mirror?
5* Dickens says that after a night with Stryver, Carton’s
pillow is often wet with tears. Can you guess why?
Does Carton went to be a better man? Why is he unsuc-
cessful?
\
6. What other novel have you read that portrays a faith-
(1
1
—
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ful devoted servant similar to Miss Pross?
7# Have you any idee what the ’’echoing footsteps” may
be foreshadowing? From your study of history, do
you recall any other historical events which cast a
shadow before them?
8* On two or three occasions. Doctor Manette has looked
at Charles Darnay with a look almost of hatred. Can
you imagine any reason for this?
9. Chapter VII showed us the selfishness of the French
aristocracy. In Chapter VIII, we see the poverty
of the country people who are made to suffer because
of excessive taxation. In how many different v;ays
do they suffer?
Questions for class discussion »
1 b Why is Jerry sent to the Old Bailey?
2* What characters from Book I do you meet again in
Chapter II of Book II?
3. Do the spectators at Darnay’ s trial seem to like the
prisoner? Have you ever attended a trial? Wes the
sentiment for or against the prisoner obvious?
4. What is the evidence against Darnay?
5*
'.There in Chapter II do you learn what you wanted to
know about Doctor Manette’ s recovery?
6* What evidence is there that his recovery is not com-
plete?
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7. Do you like Sydney Carton after reading chapter III?
Have you ever met anyo if whom you disliked at first
meeting but whom you later learned to think a great
deal of?
8« Why is this Chapter entitled "A Disappointment ?"
9* After reading Chapter V, you will know Sydney Carton
and Stryver much better than they are known to the
other chara3 ters in the story. What does Dickens re-
veal about the character of each man? Whom do you
prefer?
10. We meet Hiss Pross again. ?»here did we first meet her
in the story?
11. What hints ere given in Chapter VI that Doctor
Menette may again lose hi© mind?
12* The purpose of Chapter VII is to show the selfishness
of the French aristocracy at this period of French
history. What do you know of the crimes of the French
nobility of this period from your history class?
13. Do you think Madame Defar ge was touched by the death
of the little child?
14t Monseigneur" applies to two different people in
Chapter VII and VIII. Explain.
15. Who is Gaspard?
16. In Chapter Viii, Dickens c escribes a coach, drawn by
four horses at the top of a hill. Where else in this
rt
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story has he given us a similar description?
17. What relationship existed between Darnay's father and
the Marquis?
18. Thy is Darnay living in England?
19. Why does the Marquis hate his nephew?
20. What was Darnay's promise to his mother?
21. Dickens gives no details of the midnight murder in
Chapter IX, vet he makes it a very dramatic chapter.
How?
22. Who killed the marquis? Why?
23. Whet are the two promises made in the chapter of the
same name?
24^ Darnay's uncle is dead and the estate now belongs to
the young men. Why then is he employed in England?
How is he employed?
B* Book II (Chapters XIII to XXIV)
Things to do .
1* Ask your librarian for a copy of the magazine "Newsweek”
of August 19, 1940. Read the article "France in Rev-
olution” by R. Moley. What light does this article
throw on the present ordeal?
2. Pretend that you were a witness at the mob-escorted
funeral of Roger Cly. Tell the class exactly what you
saw.
3. You are young Jerry Cruncher. Write a paragraph telling
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of your astonishment when you first learn the truth
auout your father's occupation.
4. Be prepared to write in story-form or to tell the class
orally the events concerning Gaspard's revenge, his
capture, and his punishment.
5. Choose one of the following assignments:
a. Write a newspaper account of the storming of the
Bastille. Keview the principles of newswriting
studied in your journalism class.
b. Write a newspaper account of the burning of the
chateau.
6 0 //rite a theme on the topic, "Barney's arrest end im-
prisonment ,
"
7. Have you ever travelled in England or Prance? if so,
tell the class about crossing the English Channel or
about any other experience which you thin* they
would enjoy hearing about.
Thing to think about .
1. Why do you think Sydney Carton will not propose
marriage to Lucy? Who loves her more deeply, Carton
or Stryver? Cai you recall any other story or play
in which a man would not propose to a woman because
he thought he was unworthy? How did courtship in
Lucy Manette's day differ from courtship today?
• Note how Dickens likes to skip from England to Prace2
e
r
1
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and back again as he tells this story*
3* Before Gaspard is sent home, he is shown the king
and queen and their followers at Versailles. What
was the reason for this? You will probably find a
picture of the palace of Versailles in your French
grammar. Look it up.
4* Why do you think Lucy fears that her marriage to
Charles Darnay will cause her father unhappiness?
5. Has Doctor Manette ever spoken to Lucy before about
his imprisonment? Why do you think he does on her
wedding day?
6. Why do you think Doctor Manette has never destroyed
his shoemaker* s bench? Construct a miniature shoemaker *s
bench in the manual training class.
7. Who, in your opinion, has been the most important
character in the last few chapters?
8t Why do you think that Lucy thinks better of Carton
than do the other characters?
9* Chapter XXI is a chapter of contrasts. We see first
the peace of the Manette household and later the fury
of the storming of the Bastille. Do you think there
were many similar family scenes disrupted by the
outbreak of the present crisis? In what countries other
than France?
. Can you think of any reason why Defarge was so anx-10
T!
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ious to search 105 North Tower?
11. Do you think Dickens wishes us to despise all the
French aristocracy? Give reasons why you think yes
or no. Is it right to despise an entire class of
people or race or nationality?
12. How do you think the story will end?
Questions for class discussion ^
1. What secret promise does Carton make to Lucy?
2. What is meant by Eailey spy?
3. What makes young Jerry go up in his father’s estim-
ation?
4. Where have we met the three Jacques before?
5. Who keeps the secret list of those who are to be
killed? Have you ever used a code for any reason?
6* After reading Chapter XVI, whom would you say was
more determined, Monsieur or Madame Defarge?
7« Does Lucy know she is to merry a member of the French
nobility?
8. Who is more disturbed because Darnay has been pro-
scribed, Monsieur or Madame Defarge?
9t 7/hat kind of weather does Dickens describe in Chap-
ter XVII? 'tfas he given us any other vivid descriptions
of weather in the story?
10 « What element of mystery is introduced on Lucy's
wedding day?
I/
I
*
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11* How does Dickens create the impression of a happy
marriage?
12. What does Lucy know about Carton that the others
do not know?
13. What was the Bastille?
14* Explain the meaning of the title of Chapter XXII,
The Sea Still Rises .
15. How old is little Lucy in Chapter XXIV?
16. Why does Dickens have Mr. Lorry go to Peris?
17., What are the charges brought against Gabelle?
18* Give at least three reasons why you think Dtrnay went
to Paris.
D. Book III
Things to do .
1. Read the arxicle in the July, 1941 issue of Good
Housekeeping magazine entitled "Six Supreme Sac-
rifices in 3’iction"
,
by Henry L. Scott
What sacrifices other then that of Sydney Carton
are mentioned?
2. Make a list of all the characters appearing in the novel.
Only one new character appears in Book III. 7/ho is it?
3. Choose either to write two character sketches of
fifty words each, or to make a list of ten good ad-
jectives to describe six of the most important
characters
.
V
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4, Retell to the class the story of the unexpected
meeting of Miss Fross and her brother Solomon.
5# Arrange with another classmate to reenact before
the class the interview between Mr. Lorry end
Jerry Cruncher when the latter reveals that he
has been a ’’resurrect ion man”.
6t Go beck through the story and make a list of the pieces
where Dickens employed humor to relieve the tension
when it became too great.
7. Write a theme on either one of the following subjects:
a. The change which takes place in Sydney Carton.
bt Dickens' cleverness in getting his characters in
trouble and then inventing ways of escape.
8. Learn the Marseillaise. Ask your French teacher to
help you translate it into English.
9. Give an account of Madame Defarge's struggle with
Miss Pross.
10. Investigate one of the following topics:
* a. Crossing the English Channel then and now.
b. Travel by stagecoach in England.
c. The inns of Dickens’ time.
d. Shoemaking then and now.
e. Early banks in Englsi d and France,
f*. Old Bailey, the famous courthouse.
g. Men and women's fashions in England and France, 1789.
*
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Things to think about .
1- The new reoublic passed a fatal decree against ell
emigrants on the day Darnay left London. Soldiers
were stationed at every gate. Why doesn't Darnay turn be
back?
2* Why do you think Darnay was entrusted to Defarge?
7/hy does the latter speak to him in whispers?
3* Do you think Darnay' s chances for safety are greeter
or less after the arrival of Doctor Manette? Why?
4* Do you think the woodsewyer can easily guess why
Lucy stands near his house so often?
5. Why do jo u think Lucy is more terrified by the knock
on the door than is her father?
6. Darnay is again accused "by the Citizen and Citizeness
Defarge"-- end by one other I Have jo u any idea who
that one other could be?
7. Can jo u decide why Barsad must help Carton whether
he wants to or not?
8* Why do you think Carton refrains from drinking end
tries to improve his appearance?
9. Why do jo u think we have been reminded from time to
time throughout the story that Carton and Darnay
resemble each other?
10 Why do you think the author has Miss Pross become
deaf?
4
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Questions for class discussion *
1® Is Charles Darnay' s name written in the proscrip-
tion register? Is Lucy's? Whet one feet makes Lucy
less hated by Madame Defarge?
2t In Chapter IV, who tries in vein to secure Darney's
release? Eow long is he imprisoned?
I
3. Who are the important witnesses et the trial in
Chapter VI?
4. Explain the meening of the title The Triumph .
5. Why is Doctor Mac ette so very happy in Chapter VII
of the story?
6. 7/hat happens leter to mar his peace of mind?
7. How could Barsad be of assistance to Carton in
i
saving Darnay?
8. Jerry acts surprised when he sees Barsad. ?/hy?
10. We learn now that the funeral of Roger Cly was
"faked’'. Why? How do Erench funerals differ from
those in our own country?
11. In Chapter IX, Jerry begs Mr. Lorry for mercy.
‘.That excuse does he give for having been a grave
robber?
12. How does the author Justify Carton's dissolute
/
life?
13. Why does Mr. Lorry suspect that Carton will gain
access to Darnay' s prison cell?
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14. Who is Darnay’s third accuser? Do you think there
is any hone for him now?
15. Why did Doctor Manette renounce all the Svremondes?
How long has he known that Der nay was an Svremonde?
16. Why is Madame Defarge so anxious that Lucy, her
child, and Doctor Kenette shall perish along with
Charles?
17. Why does Carton have to drug Charles Darnay?
10t Why does Madame Defarge go to the apartment of Lucy
Mai et t e ?
19. Does Dickens complete the story of the French Rev-
olution in this novel? What do you remember of the
final outcome from your history course?
20. How does Sydney Carton.prove to Lucy and to us all
that his devotion to her is as beautiful and unsel-
fish as human love can possibly be? What other in-
stances do you know of in real life or in fiction
where one person gave his life for another?
21. Who is the hero of the story?
Mimeographed Sheet III
Suggestions for Optional .elated Activities .
A* Artistic
1 . Drawing
a. Sketch the stage coach as it ’’lumbered up
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Shooter 1 s Hill • ”
b. . Draw a map vshich will include the ’’Two Cities',’
indicating also the Calais to Dover route
across the English Channel.
c. ’’Although but one kind of man was seen to go
into it (the room named Concord) all kinds
of men came out of it.” With this thought in
mind, make two sketches of Mr. Lorry, one
sketching him as he looks entering the
room, and the other as he came out of it,
following the detailed description of his
appearance given in Chapter IV*
d. Draw a picture of the wine shop.
e. Sketch a scene depicting the bursting of
the wine cask.
f. Draw a picture of the shoemaker in Defarge's
garret
.
g.
. Sketch the courtroom scene at Dar nay's trial*
h. Draw a picture of a French chateau.
i. Sketch the Bastille
j. Sketch a group of French peasants dancing
the Carmagnole
.
2. Construction.
a. Carve a stage coach out of soap.
b. Construct a wooden or cardboard model of
*
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the Bastille
c. Construct a miniature guillotine.
d. Construct a shoemaker's bench.
e. Dress dolls to resemble Madame Defarge, Lucy
and Miss Pross
f. Make a relief map of England and
France.
3. Clay modelling
a. Model faces of the principal characters
out of clay.
b. Study the technique of mask making and make
masks of your clay models.
B. Oral
1. Individual activities.
a. Choose any exciting incident and read it to
the class.
b. Prepare a talk on the humor of Jerry Cruncher
and Miss Pross.
c. Retell the story of the Manette family to
the class.
d. Describe your favorite character.
e. Prepare a talk on the importance of the Defarge
s
throughout the story.
f. Report on the life of Charles Dickens.
What activities and interests of his
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early years made it possible for him to write
so vividly of the French Revolution, the
cour^oora scenes, poverty in London, banking?
g. Memorize the Harseillaise . Present it to the
class
.
2. Group activities.
a. Write, stage and present before the class
a one-act play based on any phase of the
story yo u choose.
b. Stage a radio news broadcast directly from
the scene of acti&on. Suggesti on: an "on
the spot” program at the time of the burst-
ing of the wine cask. Gall upon various
members of the class who presumably were
present at the time of the action. Ask for
comments
.
c. Stage a Court of Human Relations program.
Various members of the group, imperson-
ating characters in the story, may come
to the microphone end answer the questions
posed to them concerning the lives of the
characters they are portraying.
C. W-itten work.
1. Group activities
a. Prepare a small newspaper which will cover
4 -
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most of the events of the novel. You will
have to forget time sequence. Choose an ed-
itor-in-chief, a sports editor, a society
editor, a news editor, and any others which
you may care to employ.
b. Write a one-act play. Different members of the
group may be asked^to write oertain scenes.
2. Individual work
a. Pretend that you are one of the characters
in the story, mr. Lorry, for example. Keep
a diary of events which take place during
the story, including your impressions of the
various people you meet.
b. Prepare a typewritten book, which will in-
clude such items as descriptions of scenes,
estimates of the important characters and accounts
of the most exciting episodes.
c. Pretend that you are going to turn the entire
novel into a play. Prepare an outline of the
number of acts you would have, how many scenes,
what scenes, and how the stage would be set.
d. Compare or contrast the parallel book(or books)
you are reading with A Tale of Two Cities in
u
regard to;
1/ Reed Smith. The Teaching of Literature . American Book
Company, Boston, 1935, p. 414.
4 -
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1. Historical period portrayed
2. Number of characters
3. Vividness of story
4. Type of details dwelt upon
5* Treatment of period—romantic or realistic
6. Outstanding scenes
7 • Humor
8. Your personal opinion
e. 'Trite a short story based on any one of the
following incidents:
1. Th-3 trial of Barney
2* Young Jerry’s discovery of his father's
occupati on
3. The storming of the Bastille
4. The funeraL of Hoger Cly
5. Sydney Carton’s self-sacrifice.
1 /
f. Prepare a paper on the following topic.
"Dickens was a thorough Englishman: in
his love of country, and his admiration
of whatever was English. Are there any
indicati ons of this feeling in A Tale of
Two Cities ?
g. Assume that Sydney Carton was unsuccessful
1/ J. 77. Pearce, editor, A Tale of Two Cities , American
Book Company. Hew York
,
1911, p. 313
V41
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in his attempt to save Darnay . Write an-
other ending to the story,
h* Try writing a short poem inspired by the
c - c * y •
i. Compare the London and Paris in the story
with the London and Paris of today
j . Write a paper on Dickens's treatment of
weather throughout this novel.
k. Write a newspaper editorial condemning
the political abuses of the period before the
Revoluti on.
1* Keep a notebook in which you may collect
among other things.
(1) Pictures of the author
(2) Clipping about the London end Paris
in the news of today
(3) Pictures of these two cities as they
were in the eighteenth century
(4) Pictures of a Prench chateau, the
Bastille, a guillotine
(5) All new words and expressions
(6) Quotations you wish to remember
D. Reading
Other forms of literature with the same theme as
A Tale of Two Cities
, that of self-sacrifice
»
a *ton University
xAiooj of Education
Ubcsjy
<1
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1. Poetry
Gunga Din Rudyard Kipling
My Republic Beranger
Marauis of Carabas Beranger
Fourteenth of July Beranger
The Goddess
p
Short stories
Beranger
The Gift of the Magi 0. Henry
The Light that Failed Rudyard Kipling
The Piece of String
3. Novelette
Guy de Maupassant
Ethan Frome
4. Novels
Edith Wharton
The Old Maid Edith Wharton
Beau Geste
Camille
P. C. Wren
Other novels with an historical background of the
French Revolution,
Scaramouche Rafael Sabatini
Master at Arms Rafael Sabatini
j /
The Trampling of the Lilies Rafael Sabatini
The Scarlet Pimpernel Baroness Orczy
Ninety-Three Victor Hugo
Le Chevalier de Mai son Rouge Alexander Dumas
The Whites and the Blues Alexander Dumas
Ves
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The Terror Felix Gras
9. The Beds of the Midi Felix Gras
10. The Silent Duchess Anne Green
11. In the Hame of Liberty Owen McMahon Johnson
12. The loser Pays Mary Openshew
13. A Marriage under the Terror Patricia V/entworth
14. The Bed Cockade Stanley J. T7eyman
15. An Art Student in the Margaret Roberts
Reieyi of Terror
Other novels dealing with imprisonment in the Bastille,
1. Ange Pitou Alexander Dumas
2. The Hegent's Daughter Alexander Dumas
3. Sylvandire Alexander Dumas
Books dealing with the historical background of A Tale of
Two Cities.
1. The History of England Thomas Macaulay
2. Kemoires Saint-Simon
3. History of the French Revolution Thomas Carlyle
4. Historical View of the French Michelet
Revolution
5. Marie .mtoinette and the Do?/nfall Imbert de Saint -Amend
of Liberty
6. The Heal French Revolutionist Henry Jephson
7 • The Reign of Terror V/ilfred B. Kerr
(
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8. My Scrap Book of the Prench Revolution E. W. Latimer (Ed)
9. The Eve jx the Prench Revolution E« J. Lowell
Book3 about the arrohor.
1. My Pather as I Recall Him Mery Dickens
2, Charles Dicker as I Knew Him George Dolby
3. The Childhood of Dickens John Porster
4* The Life of Charles Dickens Langton Roberts
5. Dickens' Days in Boston Edward Payne
6 . In Dickens' London Prancis Smith
Essay Test on Books I aud II
1* Write a summary of what you have learned so far in this
unit. L»t you? summary include at least one paragraph on
each of the following topics;
a. The life of Charles Dickens
b. Social and political conditions in Prm ce in 1789. (1)
c* The Reign of Terror (2)
d* The most int jre sting characters yo«. have met in the
story so far (3)
e* The most exciting incidents in the story so far. (3)
f. The effects of Doctor Manette's imprisonment in
the Bastille on his later life. (4)
g. Charles Darnay's attempts to atone for his family's
crime. (5 and 6)
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h# The arrest of Charles Darnay and his impris-
1/
onment
. { 7
)
llastery Test
Below are some unfinished statements, each followed
by four suggested responses. Select and underline that one
of the four responses which correctly completes the state-
ment »
Book I
1 .
2 .
3 .
Charles Dickens was
a. An American poet
b. A 3ri o » sn novelist
c. A Trench historian
d. An English newspaperman
The two principal cities in A Tale of Two Cities are
a* London and Paris
b. Calais and Dover
c. Paris and Manchester
d* London and Calais
The historical period represented in the story is
a. The American Revolution
b. The Civil War
c. The Prench Revolution
a
.
The Boer War
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The scene of action
a. shifts repeatedly between the two cities
b. is set in one large city
c. changes only once during the story
d. changes to America several times
The story opexis
a. with an account of a garden party
b. with a trial scene
c. with an account of a stage-coach journey
d. with an account of the deeds of a highwayman
6* As the story opens, we find Jerry disturbed by the
reply given to him by hr . Lorry because
a. he does not know what it means
b. it is given in ?rench
c. it is given in code
d. it will bring him harm
7. The character referred to as the "honest tradesman”
is
a. Mr, Lorry
b. Defarge
c. Jerry Cruncher
d. Sydney Carton
8. A ”letlre Jo cachet” is
a. a modal of honor
b. a letter from a bank
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c. an order to appear in court
d. a blank form oondemning a person to prison
9. The person in this story who receives a "lettre
de cachet" is
a. Barsad
b. Sydney Carton
c. Monsieur Defarge
d. Doctor Manette
10. The first person to tell Lucy Manette that her
father is alive is
a. Miss Pross
b. Mr. Lorry
c. Jerry Cruncher
d. the hotel clerk
11. Lucy is told that her father
a. has set up a shoemaker^ business in London
b. is still in the Bastille
c. iB coming to Calais to greet her
d. has been discovered by an old friend who secured
his release
12 The street scene near the wine shop depicts
a. a merry group of French peasants
b. a group of peasants who show signs of poverty
and discontent
c. a group of French children coming from school
4
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d. a group of friends of the Defarges leEving the
wine shop
13. The four men in the story Ell bear ing the same
name are called
a . Defar ge
b. Louis
c. Jean
d. Jacques
14. The people of St, Antoine were
a. young and frivolous
b. poor and desperate
c. wealthy and content
d. old and settled
15. When Lucy first sees her father he appears
a. delighted to see his daughter
b. to be annoyed that Lucy has found him
c. to show the effects of his long confinement
d. to be especially vigorous and healthy
Book II
1* Jerry Cruncher 1 s occupation mystifies his young son
because
a. he carries an enormous bunch of keys
b. he always goes to work at night
c. he always goes to work on horseback
d» his boots, clean at night, are always muddy in
the morning.
#
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2* Phe Old Bailey is
a. another name for the guillotine
b* a courthouse
c* an old theatre
d. an English hank
3* Charles Darnay is acquitted at his trial vfoen
a. relief comes from a total stranger
tu Lucy Manette testifies in his favor
c. it i 3 proved that he had made frequent trips
to France
d. lists of his majesty’s troops v/ere found in his
room
4. Doctor Manette often regards Charles Darnay with
a. a look of fatherly kindness
b. a feeling of repulsion
c. a look of gratitude
d. a look of scorn
5. He feels this way toward Darnay because he knows
a. he is a member of a noble family
b. he i3 a French spy
c* he is a British spy
d. he is a member of the Jaquerie
6* Miss Pross plays the role of
a. a faithful servant
b. an old friend of the family
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c. Lucy's girlhood chum
d. Charles Darnay's sweetheart
7. Even after his release from the Bastille, Doctor
Lenette is a pathetic figure because
a. he is blind
b. he is crippled
e. he is insane
d. his early life is a total blank
8* At a reception at which members of the aristocracy
are present, Dickens
a. shows how selfish and blind the aristocracy are
b» portrays the kindness of the aristocracy to the
poor
c* portrays the spirit of comradeship between the
rich and poor
d. portrays the interest of the aristocracy in
social problems
9* iladame Defarge's chief hobby seems to be
a. dancing
b. singing
c. knitting
d. crocheting
10. The nobiiiL^ live in luxury because
a. they are industrious and hardworking
b. of their inheiritences
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c. of the excessive taxation of the country people
d. France was a wealthy country at the time
11. The hated marqui3 is
a . Darnay' s unde
b. Darnay's father
c. Doctor Lsnette's brother
d
.
Lucy's suitor
12, The marquis hates Charles Darnay because
a he resides in England
b. he will have no part in the tyranny of the
French nobility
c he loves Lucy
d. he is a spy
13. The marquis was murdered because
a • he purposely ran his carriage over a little child
b. he threatened to have Darnay imprisoned
c
.
he was discovered to be a spy
d. he had insulted Madame Defarge
14. Carton refuses to propose marriage to Lucy because
a he thinks she loves Mr. Stryver
b. he feels he is unworthy
c he doesn't love her
d. he fears her father's wrath
15. Sydney Carton is
a. an ambitious lawyer
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b. a hopeless drunkard
c
.
a thrifty merchant
d. a methodical banker
16. The reader discovers that Jerry's occupation was
a grave digging
b. fishing
c banking
d • spying
17. The secret list of nobles to be killed by the
peasants i3 kept
a in Madame Defer ge ' s knitted code
b. in a safe in Tellson's bank
c by a judge at the old Bailey
a* in 105 ilorth Tower
18. Charles Derney has been condemned to death because
a he murdered the marquis
b. he is a French marquis
c he is a grave robber
d. he plans to marry Lucy Lanette
19. Lucy is afraid to marry Darnay in case
a. her marriage will interfere with her father's
happiness
b. she angers the Defarges
c she breaks Carton's heart
a
.
she angers Mr. Stryver

20 .
21 .
%
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22 .
23 .
24 .
Doctor Lai eft te ' s relapse was due to
a. an overdose of sleeping powders
b. the stirring of memories of his earlier days
c. overwork
d. the death of a close friend
The echoing footsteps in the story
a. foreshadow a trip to England
t. foreshadow the French Revolution
c. are ^Lcse of a mob of people at a funeral
d. are those of Lonsieur and Madame Defer ge
The Bastille i3
a. a french prison
b. an English bank
c. a french university
d. an _inglish theatre
Tellson ' s was
a. Mr. Lorry's summer home
b. a french prison
c. an American business firm
d. an English bank
The charge brought against Gabelle is
a. treason because he had helped an emigrant
b. theft of Madame Defarge's code
c. murder of the marquis
d. murder of the little child
w/
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25. Darnay goes to Paris
a. to see Lucy
b. to aid G-abelle
c. to find employment
d. to visit his uncle the marquis
Book III
1. A guillotine is
a. an instrument used to execute people in France
b. a blank form used to send people to prison
c. a dance of the French peasants
d* a French' code
2. Doctor Pianette felt safe in Paris because
a. the poor people sympathized with him
b. he knew Charles Darnay
c. he knew of several hiding places
d. he was friendly with members of the aristocracy
3. Doctor Pianette comes to Paris soon after Darnay ‘s
arrival because
a. he kno^s he has been imprisoned and he wants to
help him
b. he wants to bii ng him home to marry Lucy
c* they had planned to meet there
d. he too, had an appointment with L. Defar ge
4. Doctor Pianette is allowed to visit the French prisons
as often as he chooses because
i.
i
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a. he is appointed medical inspector
b. he possesses a pass key
c. he is a friend of luadame Defarge
d. he is appointed jail keeper
5. The Carmagnole is
a. k French prison
t. a dance of the revolutionists
c. an English bank
d. anolhar name for a "lettre de cachet”
6. Barsad i3 able to help Carton enter Darnay's cell
because
a. he is a government spy and can enter the prisons
whenever he chooses
d. he i3 a friend of kadame Defarge and she will
let him enter
c. he is Doctor kanette's assistant
d. he is a medical examiner of the prisons
7. Barsad agrees to help sydner Carton enter Camay's
prison cell because
a. he loves Lucy and wants to help her
b. he desires to be of service to Darney
c. Carton threatens to expose him as a British
spy and have him guillotined
d. he once made a promise that he would help Carton
if he ever needed assistance
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8. Sydney Carton wishes to enter Darney’s cell because
a. he want 3 to set him free
b. he wants to poison him
c. he wants to give him a message from Lucy
d. he wants to give him a message from Madame
Defarge
9. Hiss Pross gained time for the escape of .uucy
Manette
a. by holding Madame Defarge at gun point
b. by bar ring the door so Madame Defarge could
not ente r
c. by making Med an e Defarge search the apartment
d. by telling Madame Defarge that Lucy had gone
shopping
10. Sydney Carton's self-sacrifice was prompted by
a. his sincere devotion to Lucy Manet te
b. his desire to befriend Charles Darnay
c. his patriotism
d. his desire to be a hero*
i
CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION OF THE UNIT
ON
A TALE OF TWO CITIES
Five basic abilities,— Before attempting to teach
the unit organization on A Tale of Two Cities found in
Chapter III of this thesis, the writer first made him-
self familiar with the five basic abilities which each
teacher should develop in order to keep satisfactorily-
informed of the pupils* educative growth.
1. The ability to use in the teaching pro-
cess, standardized tests and the data
derivable from a well chosen battery of
such tests, that is, tests built by persons
other then the teacher and standard-
ized in terms of the scores made by
pupils other then those with whom the
teacher is immediately concerned.
2. The ability to use informal objective
or new-type tests— tests prepared by
the teacher for his own pupils, with the
immediate unit and course in mind.
3. The ability to use careful observation of
the pupils* behavior or performance, or
of the product produced by the pupil as
a testing procedure, and to objectify
this procedure in many instances by the use of
home-made score cards, rating scales, and check
lists of standards or criteria.
Xf BiiietT, OpT cit. , p. 613.
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4. The ability to use systematic oral ques-
tioning of pupils as a testing procedure; and
5* The ability to use the written essay-type
examination in a new, objectified and appro-
priate form.
In the ensuing evaluation of the teaching-learning pro-
cedure of the unit in question, the writer will attempt to
discuss the results of his program for collecting and inter-
preting evidence of the educative growth made by his pupils
during their study of the unit*
Using standardized tests * The writer did not use
standardized tests because the expense involved to the
English department would have been too great.
Using objective tests . During the introduction to
the study of the unit, the writer administered a pretest
consisting of test items chosen from an informal objective
test of his own construction. The reader must bear in
mind that two weeks previous to the teaching of the unit
on A Tale of Two Cities all pupils were given the assign-
ment to listen to the Lux Radio Theatre dramatization of
the novel. The idea appealed to the majority of the pupils.
Groups of them congregated in the homes of friends to
listen to the play, and to discuss it afterwards. Many of
the pupils had seen the moving picture production and the
chief topic of their discussior seemed to be a comparison
of the two presentations with special emphasis on just
ti
whet portions of the moving picture had been left out
of the necessarily abridged play. This preview of the
story had a two-fold effect. The pupils came to class
eager to know more about the characters in the story,
and the teacher was given an opportunity for a little
experimental pretesting on the unit about to be taught.
To do this, the teacher chose certain of the more
general test items from the mastery test which he had
prepared to be given at the complstion of the unit. A
comparison of the grades made on the pretest with those
of the same pupils on the final mastery test, is interesting
and will be found in the immediately ensuing section.
Scores of the mastery test and pretest compared .— The
informal objective test built by the teacher with the im-
mediate unit and course in mind consisted of fifty test
items of the multiple choice variety. Twenty-five of these
test items had been used on the pretest. The following table
is a comparison of the scores.
Pupil
Pret
Score
est
Hark
Mast
Tes
Score
ery
t
Mark
Pupil
Pret
Score
est
Mark
Mast
Tes
Score
ery
t
Mark
1 . . .
.
11 G 36 C 6 • . .
.
18 B 42 B
2 • . . . 8 D 31 D 7.... 7 D 32 D
3 . . .
«
14 G 38 G 8 . • • • 16 B 46 B
4 • . • • 3 S 31 D 9. . . . 2 E 31 D
5 . . • . 16 3 42 B 10. . . 11 G 40 C

Table of marks( concluded)
.
Pret est Mastery Pretest Mastery
Pupil Test Pupil Test
Score Mark ouOi’e Me rk Score Mark Score Ma rk
nr.. 8 D 34v D 21. .
r
9 D 31 D
12... 12 h C 37 C 22.
.
12 C 39 C
13 t 9 . 11 C 38 C 23. . 9 D 32 D
14... 8 D 33 D 24. . 21 A 47 A
15. . . 18 B 43 B 25. . 14 C 38 C
16... 12 r\V 38 n 26.. 14 G 38 C
17... 19 B 45 B 27.. 13 C 37 c
18... 13 C 39 C 28.. 19 B 42 B
19... 13 C 39 0 29. 13 C 39 C
20.
.
. 12 c 38 c 30. . 14 C 38 C
Recording evidence of growth *-- Careful observation
of pupil behavior proved to be one of the most successful
means of acquiring evidence of pupil growth. The teacher
kept an anecdotal report on which he recorded evidence of
growth as he guided and directed the activities of the
pupils during the laboratory and pooling-of-experiences
phases of the teaching-learning cycle.
On thi3 report the teacher included each pupil's
marks on the objecwiva and essay-type tests, the classroom
discussions and oral quizzes, the amount and kind of out-
side reading done, the amount and kind of optional related
work done, and pupil behavior during the laboratory and
pooling-of-experiences phases
,
the free reading time and
during informal conversations with the teacher about ms
work with the unit*
1
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This individual report of each pupil's work was supple-
mented by a general report on the reaction of the class as
a whole, to the unit in question. Since sufficient evidence
of the work of the individual pupils will oe presented later
in this chapter, the writer has included in the immediately
ensuing paragraphs only the latter report.
Reaction of c lass a s a whol e to the unit.— The entire
class displayed great interest in the introductory discus-
sion. Only five pupils had failed to listen to the lux hadio
play, une Doy, assisted Dy another classmate summed up the
theme of the novel by sketching briefly the story of Lucy
Lanette and the two men who loved her and emphasizing the
unselfish devotion of Sydney Carton which culminated in his
supreme sacrifice.
There was a great deal of enthusiasm shown in the out-
side reading and many pupils reported on three or more books.
The written oook report was the favorite method of report-
ing, although one girl, who read four extra books, reported
on each one in a different way, using the four suggestions
of the teacner; viz,
a. a written book report
b. a book jacket
c. a book review for a magazine
d. a letter to a friend telling about the oook
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The pupils a^rantly enjoyed the classroom dis-
cussion periods although evidence seemed to show that
the "tilings to do" section of the study-and-act ivity
guide received far more attention from the majority of
the pupils than the "things to think about" section, ihe
snort oral quizzes in class and the objective type tests
appealed to the pupils as a testing procedure more th^n
the essay-type tests or the written summaries, however,
careful checking of the written summaries against the items
of delimitation, and the further checking of these results
with the scores obtained on the mastery tests showed a close
correlation between the two types of testing.
The pooling-of-experiences phase of the unit had to be
lengthened, and the unit ran over the four week period which
the teacher had expected to allot to it. Belov/ are listed
some of the activities which made the pooling-of-experiences
phase of the unit particularly enjoyaole and worth while.
a. Two boys worked together over a very fine relief
map in clay, showing the two countries, England
and jfance
,
and marking the cities and towns men-
tioned in the story.
b. Two girls dressed celluloid dolls to ressemble
the female characters in the story. The clotnes
were made by the girls themselves after they had
studied carefully what material they could find
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c. A huge likeness in clay of Madame hefarge ' s
face, complete with gold earrings and kerchief,
was modelled by one of the ooys and was received
by tne other members of the class witn much enthu-
siasm,
a. rhe trial scene at the opening of the story was
the theme of one of the one-act plays presented
before the class and another very fine play was
based oul i#he family scenes at the home of nucy
and her father before tv e outbreak of the trench
devolution.
e. one student showed definite potential talent as
a radio announcer as he directed a oourt of
nuuan delations oroadcast. f&rticularly well
received by tne other members of the class were
his condolences to jerry Jruncner as tne
latter Dewailea his domestic tribulations.
f. I'wo diaries purporting to De kept oy Mr. norry,
reporting on the chief events in the story and
the writer's impressions of uhe various characters,
w?re exceedingly well done, and the pupils
took a great interest inreading and comparing
the two, presumably kopt by the 3ame man.
me foregoing wcro some of tne more important activities
engaged in, but ohe pooling-of-experiences pnase was likewise
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made enjoyable by the rendition of many original poems,
an in&^ii’iag debate, the singing of the Larseillaise by
%
a quartet, and the exhibition of many sketches and note-
books, and wooden and soap carved models.
Evidence of growth in ’’intangibles ” .
—
Careful observe ti on is not only suited to the
discovery of evidence of growth in skills. It is also
well-suited to the discovery of evidence of growth in
the so-called ’’intangibles’’, (concepts, ideals, at-
titudes and appreciations....) In his efforts to col-
lect evidence of the pupils’ growth in ’’intangibles”
by means of careful observation, the teacher will be
aided materially by the statement and delimitation
of the unit and the list of indirect and incidental
learning products.” l/
As further evidence of achievement the writer asked
each pupil at the completion of the unit for a careful
summary of what he had learned from the unit. The sum-
maries were then checked against the items of the delim-
itation and the probable indirect and incidental learn-
ing products and the following chart resulted.
Probable Indirect and
Pupil Items of Delimitation Incidental Products
~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 I 2 3 4 5
1 • • • • s
—
—
!
A——— r-sT-s
2 • • » « \s s s \S A
3 » • . . L
S
S S IS s
4 » » •
«
s s S'
5 . • . . s s S s s' s SI
6 • . . . IS s r S s S s s !
7 • • . . s s IS s lS\
8
. • • . <s IS IS (S IS s S' s' *s\
9 • • • . lS LS IS S'
10 ... s is IS s
1/ Billett, op. cit., p. 641
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Checking of summaries chart, (concluded)
Pupil Items of Delimitation Probable Indirect end
Incidental Products
1
" 2
—
4 "S' ' 6 ' 7 6 r~“T“4”“5
of the unit
,
on the whole, compared very favorably with the
teacher’s statement and delimitaticn of the unit. As evidence
on which this statement is based the writer presents in full
three pupil summaries, those of an A pupil, a B pupil, and a
D pupil.
Pupil summery number one ,
A Tale of Two Cities showed me how vengeance and too much
love of power can ruin a country as well as an individual.
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Doctor Hanette
,
one of the many interesting characters
in the story, is one who hes suffered at the hands of the
nobility and has virtually come back to life.
The story goes along and keeps your interest at all
times. It is written about an interesting period of his-
tory.
Charles Darnay was an example of what happened to the
nobility who returned to France. His falling in love with
Lucy and his becoming a great friend of Doctor Hanette were
two of the chief elements in the plot.
I learned the way the common people in France put all
the aristocrats in one class, never thinking that some of
them might be victims of circumstance. In their vengeance
the common people didn't know right from wrong, and never
knew when to stop.
Sydney Carton is a shining example of a real hero. His
love for Lucy was undying and hw was willing to sacrifice
his life that she might live the rest of hers in happiness.
Dicker's A Tale of Two Cities slio^s me what ^people
went through that they might have seme liberty.
Dickens writer tM* story in such a manner that no one
can call the story dry. He doesn't waste words and he keeps
the story moving.
This story makes jro u want to learn more of the background
of the storyand also of the suffering the people went through

before they finally broke under the strain*
This story also gives you a fairly good idea of the
life of the author from the way the story is written.
Pupil summary number two .
From A Tale of Two Cities I learned that cruelty and
abuse do not pay in the end. A Tale of Two Cities gives an
accurate and vivid account of the life and history of the
French people during the period of the French Revolution.
Doctor Manette is one of the victims of the cruel
treatment of the nobles. He was kept in a prison oell for
many years, for no good reason at all.
Charles Darnay was a high aristocrat. He portrayed
this during his marriage with Lucy Manette.
Sydney Carton t s very sad life gave a solemn touch to
%
the story. He was sorry for his past life and wanted to do
something very heroic to pay up for it. So he gave up his
life for Charles Darnay.
I like the way the author writes the story, because he
keeps you guessing as to who the really heroic character
in the story is.
I liked the way the author describes the different
characters, especially Madame Defarge and Sydney Carton.
From this story I learned a lot about the life of the
Frenoh people.
The whole story has a moral which may be put in the
r
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words of the bible; "Greater love has no man than one who
gives up his life for his friend'.’
Pupil summary number three .
That cruelty is a terrible thing is expressed very
clearly in A Tale of Two Cities .
In the book Doctor Manette is described as a lovable
old man who because of his long imprisonment in the dreaded
North Tower has lost his mind.
Doctor Manette has a beautiful daughter who loves
Charles Darnay, an aristocrat.
Sydney Carton, a drunkard, gives up his life for
Darnay because he knows that Lucy would never be happy
without Darnay.
Madame Defarge is described as the middle-aged wife
of a keeper of a wine shop.
This, like all the other novels written by Dickens
is very interesting.
Conclusion.— In previous years the writer has taught
A Tale of Two Cities to similar classes of sophomore general
pupils using the conventional classroom method of teaching.
The unit method he found to be a far more profitable and en-
joyable method of classroom procedure, for both pupils and
teacher. This type of teaching practically did away with all
problems of classroom discipline. Pupils developed initiative
by being given more freedom and many hidden talents were
1
The teacher was given far more opportunity to get to know
his pupils individually, and ingeneral, a friendly spirit
of interest and cooperation was created.



